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SMP Parts in global partnership with Volvo CE
SMP Parts Tiltrotators is compatible with the new Volvo EC250E and EC300E*
By being in the leading edge of technology in the industry, Volvo now introduces the Volvo EC250E and EC300E, which are the first ones to be equipped
with the new Smart Connect.
Smart Connect enables communication between the machine and the
Tiltrotator. When the Tiltrotator is connected to the machine, all functionality
and technical data is communicated to the machine through Smart Connect.
SMP Tiltrotators are compatible with the new facelift of Volvo EC250E
and Volvo EC300E*.
This solution is a result of a collaboration between Volvo CE, SMP Parts and
SVAB hydraulik AB.
- The new platform is exciting and brings the best what you can get today on
the excavator market. Certain solutions, as the Smart Connect solution that allows different brands of TiltRotator to integrate seamlessly in our machine and
DigAssist, are unique and bring significant customer value.” says Kurt Deleu,
Head of excavator product management EU/INT, Volvo CE
Through Volvo CE’s platform DigAssist, there is a Factory Fit solution prepared
for SMP:s Tiltrotators. The Factory-fitted preparation system is time saving and
provides more precision and makes it possible to control both the excavator
and the tiltrotator using the original joysticks, with the information presented
on the main display.
- It’s great that we can accomplish this together. Volvo is in the lead of the
technical development and we develop our products trying to keep up with the pace. This makes SMP a perfect
partner for manufacturers, dealers and end customers. With this collaboration, we can offer a Plug n’ Play-solution
meeting both Volvo’s and the customer’s needs. For Volvo’s new machine models SMP has created new functionalities and user interface which makes it easy and efficient to operate the machine with its work tools. First in line we
have the EC250E and EC300E, followed by several other models during 2021.
We are excited about this collaboration and the development of sales during 2021 and years to come, says Daniel
Persson, Sales Manager, SMP Parts AB.
*More models to be release in 2021.
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About SMP Parts
SMP is one of the leading manufacturers of tiltrotators and quick couplers with complete mounting systems for excavators. We
are proud to manufacture products and solutions of the highest possible quality, and our processes comply with the highest
applicable quality and safety standards in the industry. SMP Parts is a customer-oriented company with a strong focus on satisfying our customers’ needs. We see ourselves as experts on excavator attachments as well as our customers’ go-to advisers.

